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1. Introduction and Executive Summary
The general aim of the Timbre project is to support end-users in overcoming existing barriers
to brownfield regeneration by developing and providing customized problem- and targetoriented packages of technologies, approaches, and management tools.
Within the Timbre project, the specific objectives of Work Package 3 (WP3) are to identify
and classify factors that determine a successful brownfield regeneration (so called “success
factors”) in different geographical contexts (see the released Deliverable D3.1: “Report on
results of survey on brownfield regeneration and statistical analysis […]” – on the Timbre
website www.timbre-project.eu), and to develop a prioritization tool based on multi-criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) methods for user-friendly assessment, classification and ranking
(i.e., prioritizing) of individual brownfield sites.
The purpose of the Timbre Prioritization Tool is to assist stakeholders, who are responsible
for wider territories (states, regions, districts, cities, etc.) or for clusters of brownfields
(portfolios), in identifying which brownfield sites should be preferably considered for
redevelopment or further investigation, allowing limited available resources, time and energy
to be distributed and directed just to those “prioritized” brownfields. The categories of
potential end-users are considered to be quite wide, including state, regional, and local
authorities, as well as other representatives of public administration; urban planners, regional
development agencies, and various grant agencies; site owners or consortia of owners,
investors and developers, who are directly involved in decision-making processes related to
brownfield regeneration.
This WP3 Deliverable D3.2 – “Prioritization tool, software and manual. Web-based
prioritization tool (interactive database for user friendly assessment and classification of
individual brownfield sites with manual for brownfield owners, developers, regulators)“
consists of
► the currently (as of August 2013) available version of the web-based Timbre
Prioritization Tool, which can be found at the following internet address:
http://www.timbre-project.eu/prioritization-tool.html.
► This document describes the process of the tool's development its main methodological
principles, and its functionalities.
► A Glossary provides definitions of some key terms used in this deliverable (Annex I).
► This deliverable also includes as Annex II the User’s Manual (as of August 2013).
Future activities within WP3 will include tool demonstration and further development
(improvement) by testing it on additional case studies, tailoring through presentations and
stakeholder workshops, etc. Case studies will address different hierarchical and functional
levels, those being (i) the state, regional, or municipal levels (subset(s) of data provided by
RRAJMK, GESA, Silesian Voivodeship), (ii) the “site owner level” (sites of GESA), and (iii)
the “sector level” (e.g. sector-specific subset(s) of data). Reports and user-friendly, summary
cartographic outputs (using GIS tools) for selected case studies will be produced resulting in
the final Deliverable D3.3 "Results of demonstration studies, outreach material; targeted
dissemination of the outcomes and public relations by providing applicable brochures,
documentation, websites and cartographic outputs for the end users“, with a delivery date of
February 2014.
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2. Timbre Prioritization Tool: Purpose, Principles and
Functionalities
2.1

Brownfield prioritization: the theoretical-methodological
framework

Generally defined, prioritization is a process whereby an individual or group places a number
of items in rank order based on their perceived or measured importance or significance
(Brown 2007). As related to brownfield regeneration, prioritization is a process whereby a
number of brownfields are evaluated, classified and placed in rank order based on their
measured importance or their significance regarding regeneration. Prioritization allows users
to identify needs and to allocate limited available resources, time and energy to those
brownfield sites that are assessed (and prioritized) as being variously the most critical,
practical or profitable to address.
This prioritization can be processed at different spatial levels (such as country, regional,
district, city, etc.), applying different methodologies (i.e., different factors/variables and their
relative weights) depending on different prioritization criteria (e.g., the potential economic
profit for investors, the urgency of action in respect to existing environmental hazards or
health risks, preservation of historical or architectural heritage, current political desires or
requirements of local communities, etc.).
Some of the relevant general prioritization methods were described by Brown (2007) and
CDC (2010). Specific prioritization methodologies have been applied in the fields of
environmental protection management and spatial planning, for example in the classification
of barriers to energy efficiency of small scale energy clusters (Nagesha, Balachandra 2006);
prioritization of sites in sediment management (Alvarez-Guerra et al., 2009); prioritization of
sites regarding the decommissioning of nuclear facilities (Jarjies et al., 2012) or prioritization
of sites for biodiversity conservation (Kelley et al., 2002) and so on.
In the context of brownfield research, a large number of different assessment models and
decision support tools have been developed to help stakeholders with brownfield
redevelopment, dealing with such various aspects of the regeneration process as
environmental risk assessment, remediation cost assessment, uncertainty assessment,
evaluation of project sustainability, managing negotiations and partnership among involved
stakeholders, etc. The tools can be divided into two groups (according to Chrysochoou,
2012): (i) tools which are for assessing management options for a single brownfield (or a
megasite), and (ii) tools which are for prioritizing management options for a cluster of sites or
for wide areas like states, regions, or cities.
The majority of existing tools and manuals fall within the first group, being developed on a
case-by-case basis. Notwithstanding, there are very few tools that enable the comparison of
sets of different brownfield sites with the purpose of prioritizing them in the context of larger
areas (see Chrysochoou, 2012, Cheng, 2011, Thomas, 2002, City of Colorado, 2000,
Agostini et al. 2012).
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There are other prioritization tools developed at national, regional, and industrial group
scales for specific applications, which have not been published in peer-reviewed journals, e.g
(a) Gaswork site prioritization tool and national protocol for remediation (Gaz de France –
French Ministry for Environment, 1996 (group b tool), (b) Brownfield prioritization tools in
some French regions (Lorraine, Nord-Pas de Calais) for using European structural funds (in
the early 90s).
These site prioritization tools are designed for stakeholders (state and regional authorities,
regional development agencies, urban planners, grant agencies, etc.) responsible for wider
territories (cities, districts, regions, or states), or for clusters of brownfields (portfolios), and
needing to identify which brownfield sites should be preferably considered for further (more
complex) investigation and/or as a priority for redevelopment (Chrysochoou, 2012).
The existing prioritization methodologies are generally based on the principles of multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA), assessing the sites according to selected sets of criteria
(alternatively called factors, indicators, variables, etc.). The selections of factors to be applied
under existing methodologies are very similar to each other (see Table 1), since the
application of factors is determined by the availability of data, their ability to be quantified,
and the requirements of a tool to be complex yet easy to use for potential end-users.
All the existing prioritization methodologies have attempted to apply the principles of
sustainable development or of “smart growth” in the selection of factors (by assessing the
sites from the perspective of economic development as well as potential environmental risks
and social liveability), reflecting the diversity of stakeholders´ concerns and perspectives.
Two of the analysed methodologies (Chrysochoou 2012, Cheng 2011) have used GIS for
data analysis and visualization of results.
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Table 1: Summary of factors relevant for brownfield regeneration and their measurable indicators – a base for brownfield assessment and prioritization

Location factors
(meso-level)

General factors
(macro-level)

Level

Factors identified by stakeholders
within Timbre survey *

Alternative designations of factors used by existing prioritization studies
Chrysochoou (2012)

Cheng et al. (2011)

National policy (legislative, regulatory, and
control tools.)
Availability and quality of information

Policy incentives

Availability of financial funds (subsidies,
incentives, special funds)
Foreign direct investments

Financial incentives

Public attitudes, rate of the adoption of
innovations, etc.
General localization
(location within a country, region)
Specific localization
(location within a spatial-functional
structure)
Concentration of other brownfields in the locality
Transport links / connections
(proximity to highways, railways)
Physical conditions of the area
(terrain, subgrade properties, etc.)
Landscape protection limits
(proximity to conservation areas, flood
areas, etc.)
Economic status of the locality
(population, unemployment rate, entrepreneurial
activity, etc.)
Social status of the locality

Thomas (2002)

City of Colorado (2000)

Financial incentives

Availability of matching funds

Targeted development
indicators
Zoning

Site visibility

Compatibility with land-use,
zoning ordinances

Bus and rail transit (access)

Transport infrastructure

Transport infrastructure

Soil type

Environmental quality

Peripherality (proximity to regional centre [km])

Proximity to protected areas,
parks, etc.
Population density, jobhousing balance,
unemployment

Factors / indicators pre-selected for Timbre Prioritization Tool
methodology **

Population density

Labour resources,
Market conditions

Human exposure

Specific location (inner settlement / edge of settlement / out of settlement)

Transport link (proximity to highway [km])
Transport link (rail station [yes/no])

Environmental exposure,
protectedness

Proximity to landscape protected areas [km]
Zoning (location within residential / commercial / agricultural / industrial area)

Location in poverty Census
tract

Population density (inhabitants per km );
Education index (% share of people with university degree); Entrepreneurial
activity (entrepreneurs per 1000 inhabitants)

Site characteristics

Site parameters (total area [m ])

2

Place marketing (local development strategy)
Local involvement and collaboration of
stakeholders
The size of the brownfield area

Site-specific factors
(micro-level)

Type of previous use
Type of the expected future use (quality and
feasibility of the project)
Extent of the built-up area, technical condition of
buildings
Attractiveness of the site and objects
(architectural value)
Ecological burden
(extent of contamination)
Infrastructure networks
(connections to water supply, sewerage,
electricity, etc.)
Property relations (structure of owners,
availability for sale)
Price of the land and property
Regeneration costs and return-time of
investments

Site condition
Past use

Previous use (industry, agriculture, military, transport, civic amenities)
Land reuse preferences

Proximity to water sources
Utility services

Property values

2

Site condition

Site conditions

Environmental condition,
contamination
Utility and
telecommunication-on
infrastructure
Owner’s compliance to sell

Environmental contamination
and risk
Utility and
telecommunication-on
infrastructure

Potential for beneficial site
redevelopment
Site characteristics

Toxicity of contaminants

Extent of contamination (contamination confirmed / expected / not expected)
Connection to electricity, water, sewage, gas (yes/no)
Ownership structure (number of owners)
2

Land price

Land price (average price of land [Euro/m ]
Relative cost of clean up

2

Estimated regeneration cost [Euro/m ]

* The summary includes all factors identified by stakeholders during WP3 explorative research (interviews, focus groups, surveys); factors are defined in the stakeholders´ terminology.
Subsequently individual factors were assessed by stakeholders during follow-up surveys and scored on a scale from 1 to 10 according to their relative significance.
The top ten most important factors (according to the mean values from the questionnaire survey for all surveyed Timbre countries (Germany, Czech Republic, Poland and Romania)) are in bold; the top five most important factors are in bold red. See the detail
results in the Timbre Deliverable D 3.1 “Report on results of survey on brownfield regeneration and statistical analysis of responses” (available on Timbre website www.timbre-project.eu).
** The selection of specific indicators to be used in the prioritization methodology is determined by the relative significance (as identified by previous studies and validated by stakeholders) and the availability of measurable data.
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Purpose, basic principles, and target users of Timbre
Prioritization Tool

2.2.1 Purpose
The general aim of the Timbre Prioritization Tool is to assist stakeholders, who are
responsible for wider territories or clusters of brownfields (portfolios), to identify which
brownfield sites should be preferably considered for redevelopment or further investigation.
In this sense, the tool will help to distribute and direct available and limited resources, time
and energy to those brownfield sites that are assessed to be the most critical, urgent or
profitable to regenerate.
The tool is based on the method of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) for multi-factor
assessment and ranking (prioritizing) of brownfields according to sets (groups) of factors
representing:
(i) local development potential,
(ii) site attractiveness and marketability,
(iii) environmental risks, and/or
(iv) other specific criteria (defined by end-user).
The web platform with the tool will work as a more or less interactive open system with some
pre-set (default) criteria, but with a potential to be extended and re-designed for more
specific purposes (different prioritization criteria and/or weightings of specific factors
according to specific purposes for regeneration projects or to specific regional contexts).
Figure 1: The general concept of the Timbre Prioritization Tool

2.2.2 Targeted users
The Prioritization Tool assists stakeholders responsible for wider territories or clusters of
brownfields (portfolios), e.g.:
 state, regional, and local authorities, and other representatives of public administration,
 urban planners,
 regional development agencies, grant agencies,
 site owners (individuals or consortia of owners),
 investors, developers, etc.
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2.2.3 Basic principles
It has been the guiding vision in developing the Timbre Prioritization Tool that the tool meets
the following criteria:
► Universality – the tool should be implementable / applicable in different countries and
for different hierarchical levels (e.g., regional or municipal) and decision-making contexts
(sub-sets of specific types of brownfields).
► User simplicity – the tool should reflect complex situations but at the same time be
user-friendly – this determines both the assessment and classification methodology (the
selection of factors, standardised system of data, weightings and overall calculations) as
well as the tool materials (web design, user’s manual, input data requirements,
presentation of results, etc.).
► Multidimensionality – the tool should be based on a multi-criteria (accounting with
different factors) and multi-level (location level, site-specific level) assessment, whose
result should not be just an allocation of a single value (i.e., a summation or averaged
score) or a simple category (e.g. ABC model) for all sites, but rather should be a threeor more dimensional classification, respecting the variability of assessment in different
dimensions (groups of factors).
► Relativity – the tool will be based on an internal qualitative relative assessment –
brownfield sites will be assessed and classified based on intra-group qualities and
variances (relative to other sites in a specific dataset, not to sites “outside” the dataset or
based on any “universal” categories or benchmarks).
► Openness – the tool must work with groups of factors and indicators where some of
them will be pre-set as compulsory to fill in data and some of them may be superseded
by alternative indicators; there will even be the fourth “end-user´s” dimension, where
specific criteria and indicators can be applied.
► Adaptability and flexibility – the relative weightings of specific factors will be adjustable
by tool end-users for their own priorities; though the tool will provide pre-set (default)
metrics for each factor; these will be adjustable by end-users.

2.2.4 Selection of prioritization factors (an explanation)
The selection of factors to be used in the Timbre Prioritization Tool’s methodology is
considered to be multi-perspective and tailored, and has been determined by taking into
consideration these different factors:
► Relative significance of factors – defined in accordance with the literature survey and
comparative analysis of previous studies (see Table 1), interviews and surveys with
stakeholders from different countries, and statistical data analysis (see Deliverable
D3.1).
► Availability and comparability of data from existing databases and inventories of
brownfields – it is necessary to create universal, complex, yet realistic tools, which
should be tested and utilized on real brownfield management databases (i.e., the
selection of factors should reflect the real availability of data in inventories and registers
of brownfields and other statistical databases).
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► Measurable and quantifiable factors – some relevant factors that have been assessed
as significant by stakeholders could not have been applied in the methodology since
their quantification requires data that is not readily available (e.g. “soft factors” such as
political leadership, stakeholder involvement and cooperation, etc.).

Table 2: Final selection of factors to be used in the prioritization methodology (including Timbre pre-set
weights of factors set up according to the evaluation by stakeholders surveyed in the Czech Republic,
Germany, Poland, and Romania). In total 347 respondents completed the questionnaire survey –
details and structure in Deliverable D 3.1.

Factor
LAND VALUE
POPULATION
DENSITY
EDUCATION INDEX
ENTREPRENEURIAL
ACTIVITY
PERIPHERALITY
TRANSPORT LINKS
Total
SPECIFIC
LOCALIZATION
PREVIOUS USE
INFRASTRUCTURE
REGENERATION
COSTS
OWNERSHIP
Total
CONTAMINATION
AREA SIZE
ZONING
LANDSCAPE
PROTECTION LIMITS
Total

Czech Rep.
(101 respondents)

Timbre pre-set weighs of factors
Germany
Poland
(59 respondents)
(68 respondents)

Romania
(119 respondents)

0,19

0,19

0,18

0,17

0,16
0,16

0,15
0,15

0,16
0,16

0,17
0,17

0,16
0,16
0,19
1,00

0,15
0,16
0,20
1,00

0,16
0,16
0,18
1,00

0,17
0,14
0,18
1,00

0,20
0,15
0,19

0,22
0,18
0,16

0,21
0,17
0,19

0,19
0,19
0,20

0,22
0,23
1,00
0,27
0,21
0,27

0,23
0,21
1,00
0,28
0,21
0,27

0,23
0,21
1,00
0,27
0,21
0,27

0,23
0,19
1,00
0,28
0,25
0,23

0,25
1,00

0,24
1,00

0,25
1,00

0,25
1,00

The Timbre prioritization methodology has three partially pre-set dimensions of factors as
indicated in Table 2: Local redevelopment potential (Dimension 1); Site attractiveness
and marketability (Dimension 2); Environmental risk (Dimension 3).
There is also a further dimension, a non-pre-set end-user´s perspective dimension
(Dimension 4). The end-user's dimension will be based on factors selected by end-users
(they can use any factors from the above mentioned three pre-set dimensions or add entirely
new factors). However the basic principles of calculation methods will have to be the same to
get results comparable to those from pre-set dimensions.
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End-users will not be able to add factors in the three pre-set dimensions (these factors were
identified during previous WP3 research activities), but they can add or combine the factors
in the “end-user's” dimension. On the other hand, end-users will have the option to decrease
the number of factors in the three pre-set dimensions by weighting (if the weight for a factor
is set at 0, the factor does not influence the final results) or by providing no data to the
prioritization system for some factor (e.g. if there is no data available for that factor).
The factors are represented by specific indicators (numeric data or qualitative indicators). If
the factor is represented by one indicator, than the point score for the factor is the same as
the point score for the selected indicator. If the factor is represented by more than one
indicator (e.g., the transport links factor could be represented by different indicators such as
proximity to highway, proximity to railway station, proximity to airport, proximity to harbour,
number of buses or trains stopping in the municipality per day, etc.), then it is necessary to
weight the individual indicators in such a way that all the factors are equal prior to their
weighting, which will be the following step. If there are n indicators for one factor, the
weighting could be conducted by multiplying the sum of points by 1/n. These weights can be
changed by end-users but the weights in total must always add up to 1.

2.3

Input data requirements

It is necessary for the web-based tool to be as open as possible to end-users. This will
increase its usability for end-users, who can make prioritizations based on their own data. To
this end, it is necessary to make the system compatible with data from end-users. The
Manual (Annex II) and this document support achieving this objective by giving guidance on
the necessary preparation of data in formats required for a properly running system. The
following and the manual for end-users shows how to modify data in seven steps, in order to
avoid dysfunctions of the tool or meaningless results. These steps are essential to arrive at a
predefined table format, uniform table structure and standardized data formatting (for
measures, geographic coordinates, etc.). The steps to prepare the data are described each
in turn below and are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3: List of steps of data preparation
steps
step 1

name
format of the table

Description
the acceptable format of the table is .xls or .xlsx

step 2

structure of the table

step 3

type of data

step 4

define factors/indicators

step 5

missing data

each row corresponds to one brownfield, each column one
indicator
only two methods of normalization (assigning meaning to the
values)
any method of normalization (assigning meaning to the
values)
several rules for the proper design of your own factors and
indicators
leave blank cells in the table

step 6

distance and area units

only metric units [m, km, m², km²]

step 7

geographic coordinates

required in the format of a decimal number for degrees

numerical
textual
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2.3.1 Step 1 - format of the table
In order to maintain the compatibility of various file formats, it is necessary that the end-user
uploads own data to the web application only in the file format of Microsoft Office: Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet file with the extension .xls and .xlsx. These formats are fully compatible
with the web interface. The choice of this format was mainly due to its widespread
distribution, so that end-users should not encounter problems with this first step. We
recommend the user to use the provided sample Excel file to minimize problems with
entering own data. The prearranged sample Excel is provided in the web-based tool (see
Figure 2). It is recommended using this file as the basic framework for preparing data.
Figure 2: Location of sample Excel file in the web-based tool

The sample file contains data for the South Moravian Region in the Czech Republic. This
data serves only as an illustration of how the table should look and in what format the data
should be inserted; it has no other purpose and may be deleted. The structure of the table is
very simple and should be respected. The table contains three sheets, each of which shows
one dimension of prioritization. The first is Local redevelopment potential, the second is Site
attractiveness and marketability, and the third is Environmental risk (see figure 3).
Figure 3: Sample Excel file with three sheets
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2.3.2 Step 2 - structure of the table
In order to ensure the proper functioning of the Prioritization Tool, it is necessary for endusers to fill the table in a uniform structure. In each table, each row will represent a different
brownfield and the columns will give data for the various indicators. Each row will represent
information about one unique brownfield site, identified by a unique "ID of site" value. The
indicators contained in each column may take different forms, but they must respect the rules
contained in the following five steps.
All sheets have the same structure with the rows representing the different brownfields and
the columns representing the various indicators. The first row contains the name of the
dimension shown in that sheet; the second row, names of factors (highlighted in turquoise);
and the third, names of indicators (highlighted in yellow).
The first column contains a unique identifier for each brownfield, called "ID of site". The
second consists of the brownfield name, called "name of site". The third contains the "name
of municipality" in which the brownfield is located and the fourth, the "ID of this municipality"
(see Figure 4). – The data in these first four columns is not mandatory; its purpose is to being
used by the end-user to conveniently identify a particular brownfield during the prioritization
process. However, if only one column of data was sufficient to identify the site for the
purposes of the end-user, the tool will run with only one column filled in.
The fifth and sixth columns contain data about geographic coordinates, one for latitude and
the second for longitude. This data is required only if the end-user wants to see a spatial
distribution of the own cases on a map. Then these columns need to be filled in (as indicated
in step 7 below). Data prioritization is possible without the geographic coordinates, too.
Figure 4: Basic structure of the sample Excel file
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2.3.3 Step 3 - type of data
For reasons of data comparability between indicators, it must be ensured that it is possible to
transform data into a suitable format. There is a spectrum of different types of data. For the
successful use of the web-based tool, it is sufficient for the end-user to distinguish only
between text and numeric data types. Text data is called a "string", numeric data a "number".
The basic difference lies in the allocation of importance to individual values (normalization).
Uploaded data in numerical format can have meaning assigned to individual values only in
two ways, those being descending or ascending rank; however with string data, the system
will assign meaning to individual values in any way the end-user configures.
Figure 5: Textual type of data - "strings"

Figure 6: Numeric type of data – “numbers”

For formal reasons it does not matter whether the end-user uploads data into the system in a
numeric or a text format. However, the data format determines the way in which the data will
be assigned a meaning. Therefore, it is necessary to have the choice of format in mind when
analysing what meaning the data acquired in the process of prioritization.
For greater clarity, the End-user Manual (Annex II) includes one example of data being
treated once as a string and once as numbers, and it gives guidance on how to transform
string into numerical data where appropriate,
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2.3.4 Step 4 - define your own factors and indicators
The end user does not have to use the same factors as in the sample Excel file. It is possible
to define custom factors and indicators. These must adhere to certain basic rules:
1. each factor must be named (in the turquoise row),
2. the name of the factor must be unique (no two factors with the same name),
3. each indicator must be named (in the yellow row),
4. the name of the indicator must be unique (no two indicators with the same name),
5. each indicator must be clearly subordinated to a certain factor, and
6. if the factor has several indicators in different columns, the end-user must merge all the
cells in the row with factors (see Figure 7).
Figure 7: Subordination indicators of one factor

The end-user may thus rename factors and indicators, add new factors and indicators, even
add new indicators under predefined factors. At the same time he must ensure that all the
factors and indicators are identified by a unique name and that indicators are clearly
subordinate to their factors. Otherwise data may not load properly into the web-based tool.
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2.3.5 Step 5 - missing data
It may happen that an end-user does not have data for all brownfields, or for all indicators.
This is a situation, which the web-based tool can handle. In this case, it is necessary to leave
the respective cell blank – any other input will be treated as a string or number and hence
assigned meaning in the prioritization. Even value of zero carries a specific meaning, i.e., an
indicator has no effect on the regeneration of brownfield. For this reason, the missing data
should not be labelled with the numeral 0.
Figure 8: Incorrect example of missing data

Figure 9: Correct example of missing data
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2.3.6 Step 6 - distance and area units
For comparability of data, it is necessary that all length and area data are given in metric
units. To express distances, therefore, meters (m) and kilometres (km), not inches, feet,
miles, or yards shall be given; for area data, square meters (m²) and square kilometres (km²)
rather than acres or hectares. The selected metric unit must be same for all brownfields
(rows) for each indicator (column). The unit of one indicator (e.g., m²) can differ from the unit
of the second (e.g. km); however within one indicator, units must be uniform for all data (see
Figure 10).
Figure 10: Metric units of various indicators
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2.3.7 Step 7 - geographic coordinates
As one kind of output, the Prioritization Tool permits the visualization of selected brownfield
sites directly onto a map. For mapped output, it is necessary for the end-user to enter
information about the geographical location for each brownfield. They are entered into two
separate columns, the first for latitude and the second for longitude. Information about the
geographic coordinates must be in the format “decimal number for degrees”. Other forms of
geographic coordinates cannot be accepted (see Figure 11). As the geographic coordinates
are visualized using Google Maps, the end-user needs to use a format compatible with this
application. Using Google Maps, it is possible to verify the correctness of the format of
geographic coordinates (see Figure 12).
Figure 11: Format of geographical coordinates in decimal numbers for degrees

Figure 12: The possibility of verifying the accuracy of geographic coordinates using Google Maps
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Normalization (standardisation) of different types of data

The online Prioritization Tool, consisting of three pre-set dimensions, works using selected
factors (e.g., transport links), which can be represented by different data, indicators, or
variables (e.g., for the transport links factor, distance from a highway, railway station, airport,
harbour; number of public transport connection per day, etc.). The on-line tool differentiates
two types of data: (1) strings, text descriptions of, for example, the previous use of brownfield
sites: industrial, military, agricultural, transport, etc.; and (2) numbers – e.g., proximity of a
site to the regional centre in kilometres. Both types of data have to be normalised, meaning
transferred to approximately the “same” scale, in order to be used in the calculation of scores
in each dimensions and for the calculation of the global score as well.
There are different methods for normalizing indicators in different measurement units, so the
selection of a suitable method is not trivial and eventual scale adjustments or transformation
of highly skewed indicators do deserve special attention. The Timbre prioritization model
transfers both types of data to a scale in the interval [0, 1]. This kind of selected scale,
combined with a system of weights in the same [0, 1] interval scale, allows end-users to
easily compare even the results of the different dimensions based on different numbers of
factors (and indicators).
If an indicator is represented by string data, end-users will need to normalize data according
to their needs (and based on their expert judgment), because the on-line Prioritization Tool
automatically assigns all string categories the same value of 1 by default. The Manual
(Annex II) gives an example to provide guidance of how an end-user must change these
uniform default values in order to get meaningful prioritization results
For numerical data, normalisation to the interval [0, 1] is conducted automatically in one of
two ways: (a) ascending data values give ascending scores, e.g., the formula Ixi = (xi–xmin) /
(xmax–xmin), (b) descending values give descending scores, e.g. the formula Ixi = (xmax–xi) /
(xmax–xmin). The on-line tool defaults to the first, ascending logic, and end-users must switch
the setting when prioritization logic requires it.
Figure 13: Number data type – end-users can decide between two principles of normalisation
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The limitation of the tool to ascending/descending normalization logic may raise the question
of whether it should not perhaps use more sophisticated method(s) for normalising numerical
data more accurately, for example with attention to the normalisation of the data according to
types of distribution (e.g., bell-shaped, uniform, J-shaped, reverse J-shaped, right-skewed,
left-skewed, bi-modal, U-shaped etc.), with special attention to highly skewed indicators. The
WP3 team tested the different methods of normalisation of number type of data (according to
Chrysochoou, 2012) with the help of two existing databases, and it was observed that the
results of prioritization are actually much more influenced by the following:
► the quality of input data (e.g., if the database informs only about the mere occurrence
of a railway station, the quality of this information is relatively low, since a railway station
along a main international corridor would receive the same score as a railway station on
a neglected regional or local line),
► the logic of the prioritization process (e.g., if the database contains information about
the size of brownfields in square kilometres, one end-user might select calculation
according to ascending values = ascending score, while another might select ascending
values = descending scores), and
► the “subjective” normalisation of qualitative data based on the expert decision of
the end-user (e.g., if the system uses information about previous use, each end-user
will probably normalise this kind of information in a different way).
In this context it is necessary to mention that all the databases of brownfields analysed so far
in the Timbre WP3 work (i.e., South-Moravian region, Liberec region and Ústí nad Labem
municipality with extended power database from the Czech Republic, GESA database for
Saxony, Silesian Voivodeship from Poland) used for testing contain only a very limited
amount of information and therefore the results will always be strongly influenced by the
subjective decisions of end-users preparing a concrete prioritization (with or without the help
of the on-line Timbre Prioritization Tool). The problems related to subjectivity within the
prioritization process are very visible in Table 4 below, which shows a description of
indicators and the possible methods of normalisation for each, as used during testing the
prioritization concept based on databases of brownfields from the South Moravian region
(Czech Republic) and Saxony (Germany).
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Table 4: Description of indicators representing factors and methods of normalisation used during testing the prioritization concept based on databases of brownfields from South-Moravian Region (Czech Republic) and Saxony (Germany)

Dim.

Factor

Czech Republic
(database of 235 brownfields from South-Moravian Region)

Description of indicator

Dimension 3:
Environmental
risk***

Dimension 2:
Site attractiveness and
marketability

Dimension 1:
Local redevelopment
potential

Land value

average price of agricultural land 2002 [CZK/m²]

Population density population density [number of inhabitants per km²]
Education index

share of people with a university degree [% - census
2011]
number of entrepreneurs per 1000 inhabitants 2010
[entrepreneurs per 1000 inhabitants]

Germany
(database of 100 brownfields from Saxony provided by GESA)

Normalisation

Description of indicator

Normalisation

AVAS*

Average price of land - district data (€ / m² )

AVAS*

AVAS*

population density [number of inhabitants per km²]

AVAS*

AVAS*

University education -district data (2011- share in %)

AVAS*

AVAS*

AVAS*

Peripherality

proximity to regional center [km]

AVDS**

economically active population that work in
municipality per 1000 inhabitants
number of companies in industry with more than 20
employees per 1000 inhabitants
proximity to regional center [km]

Transport links

Proximity to highway [Km]

AVDS**

Proximity to highway [Km]

AVDS**

rail station in municipality [yes/no]

railway station yes = 1 point, railway station no = 0
points

rail station in municipality [yes/no]

railway station yes = 1 points, railway station no = 0
points

Specific
localization
Previous use

Information about specific localization of brownfields

inner settlement = 1 point; edge of settlement = 0,5
point; out of settlement = 0 points

Information about specific localization of brownfields

'Yes'= the brownfield is area with building(s) = 1 point;
No - out of settlement = 0 points

Information about previous use of brownfields

Information about previous use of brownfields

Infrastructure

connection to electricity
connection to drinking water
connection to domestic water
connection to sewage
connection to gas
estimated regeneration costs [in mil. CZK per 1
hectare]

military, civic amenities = 1 point; recreation,
agriculture = 0,5 point; industry, mining, transport = 0
points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
AVDS**

military, housing= 1 point; commercial, agriculture =
0,5 points; industrial, transportation = 0,3 points and
Other = 0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
yes= 1 point, no=0 points
AVDS**

AVDS**

All sites are owned by GESA

Entrepreneurial
activity

Estimated
regeneration costs
number of owners
Ownership
Contamination

basic categories of contamination

Area
Zoning

total area of brownfields site[m²]

Landscape
protection limits

connection to electricity
connection to drinking water
connection to domestic water
connection to sewage
connection to gas
estimated regeneration costs [in mil. EUR per 1
hectare]

yes (confirmed) = 0 points; expected = 0,25 points; not basic categories of contamination
expected = 0,75 points; no (confirmed) = 1 point; not
available = 0 points
AVDS**
total area of brownfields site[m²]

basic spatial zoning

residential area = 1 point; commercial area = 0,5
points; agriculture area = 0,5 points; industrial area =
0 points
Proximity to protected landscape area or national park AVAS*
[Km]

planning condition of the site

AVDS**

all site receive 1 point (it does not make sense to
calculate with this information)
yes = 0 points; no = 1 point
AVDS**
"Undesignated Outlying Area" ="Aussenbereich"= 0
;designated planning areas = Innenbereich =1

Proximity to protected landscape area or national park AVAS*
[Km]

* AVAS = Normalisation by ascending values ascending scores - Ixi = (xi–xmin) / (xmax–xmin)
** AVDS = Normalisation by ascending values descending scores - Ixi = (xmax–xi) / (xmax–xmin)
*** Dimension 3: Environmental risk is defined here from an "investor" perspective - the higher final score the lower the environmental

AVAS*

risk - the better for the investors)
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Setting of weights

The on-line prioritization system differentiates weights at three levels: (a) the dimension level,
(b) the factor level and (c) the indicator level, and the weights in total must always be 1.
At the dimension levels, the system is divided in three dimensions and the on-line tool
automatically gives the same weights to each dimension. The end-user can change these
weights by changing the values – for example if the end-user is interested only in results of
the 1st dimension, the value for this dimension can simply be changed to 1 and the 2nd and
3rd dimension be given value 0, and the system will simply show only results for the 1st
dimension.
Figure 14: Automatic setting of weights at the dimension level

Figure 15: An example of changing weights at the dimension level to show only results of the 1
dimension

st

Similarly, it is possible to change the weight at the level of the factors, which make up the
dimension. For example the 2nd dimension is determined by 5 factors and therefore the
system assigns equal weights to them by default. The end-user can change these pre-set
weights, provided the aggregated weights are always 1.
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Figure 16: An example of the default setting of weights at the factors level (2

nd

dimension)

nd

Figure 17: An example of weights modified by the end-user at the factors level (2 dimension)

It is again possible to change the weights at the level of the indicators, which make up the
factors. Weighting at the indicator level makes sense only if a factor is represented by more
than one indicator (e.g., the factor transport links could be represented by such different
indicators as proximity to highway, proximity to railway station, proximity to airport, proximity
to harbour, number of public and private buses or trains stopping in municipality per day,
etc.). In this case, it is necessary to weight the indicators in order to maintain their relative
importance.
A weighted aggregation will then make all factors comparable before an analogue weighted
aggregation is performed in the subsequent step of the prioritization process. If a factor is
represented by more than one indicator, the on-line prioritization system gives them equal
weight by default. These default weights can be modified by the end-user but the weights
must always equal 1, as at the other levels. For example, if the factor of infrastructure was
represented by 5 indicators, each receives by default an automatic weight of 0.2. These
values can then be changed to suit the needs of the end user.
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Figure 18: An example of the automatic setting of weights at the indicators level (factor of
nd
infrastructure in 2 dimension)

Figure 19: Example of weights modified by an end-user at the indicators level (factor of infrastructure
nd
in 2 dimension)

At the factor level, the end-user can use the Timbre default weights, which were identified
based on results of the WP3 questionnaire survey conducted in Timbre-studied countries
(Germany, Czech Republic, Poland and Romania). These pre-set weights related to the
selected factors of all three dimensions are available in Table 2 (see page 10).
During discussions with WP3 partners, the question was raised as to whether end-users
should be restricted from changing weights to 0. The results of the discussion were that such
a restriction is not necessary; because end-users should be able to delete such factors
(indicators) if those did not suit their concept of prioritization. For example, the database of
brownfields could be prioritised for the specific requirements of an investor, who needs both
a highway and railway connection, or for those of a different investor interested only in
highways, and therefore the system should allow the second end-user the ability to set the
weight of the railway indicator to 0.
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Methods of calculation

For the calculation of the final score of each individual dimension, a simple weighted average
is used; for instance, in the case of the first dimension, which is based on 6 factors, the
formula is:
Local redevelopment potential = (Fa1 points * Fa1 weights) + (Fa2 points * Fa2
weighs) +….…..+ (Fan points * Fan weights) / number of factors (with n=6)
For calculating the global score representing the integration of the three dimensional scores,
two methods of calculation were tested: (a) a simple weighted average and (b) ordered
weighted averaging aggregation operator (OWA). For more information on the OWA see, for
example, Yager (1988) or Malczewski (2006). The OWA method was selected in the end, as
it is a generalization of both maximum and average, and allows the calculation of results
lying between the two; maximum aggregation could lead to too conservative results biased
by outliers while average tends to flatten results too much, not allowing for the discovery of
cases where prominent values are present.

2.7

Methods of results visualization

The main problem concerning the visualization of spatial data is choosing the most suitable
methods of data representation. The majority of data characterizing brownfield locations can
be classified as socio-economic data of a spatial character. In most cases, this data is
quantitative characteristics expressed in numbers, yet qualitative data can be encountered,
too, without any spatial features (e.g., the perception and assessment of specific phenomena
by stakeholders, etc.). When choosing the methods of projection, it is necessary to consider
how data has been obtained, the nature of the phenomena displayed, and the purpose and
content of the visualization method in particular. The graphical aspect of the output must be
determined by the demands and experience of end-users.
The on-line Prioritization Tool offers two methods of result visualisation: (a) in a table showing information about the scores of brownfield sites and assignment to one of five levels
of potential, (b) Google maps – showing the spatial distribution of brownfields and their
different potentials. In the latter case, it is essential to know the geographical coordinates of
the given locality that is accordingly automatically displayed in the map (here it is the SouthMoravian Region of the Czech Republic). It is possible to further use the interactive
elements: after clicking the point symbol, basic information about the given locality is
displayed in the segment. For more detailed data about the locality, a comprehensive, wellarranged description (passport) of the required locality is displayed, after clicking on the
“more information” box.
The end-user can export the result as an Excel file.
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Figure 20: Example of result visualisation in table format, with scores for the three dimensions, the
global score, and 5 categories of global potential

Figure 21: Example of result visualisation in Google maps, showing 5 categories of global potential

Figure 22: Example of results exported as an Excel file
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Development and tailoring of the tool

The proposed WP3 tool for brownfield site prioritization has been developed and widely
discussed with end-users and Timbre experts on the issue of brownfields since the beginning
of WP3 research activities. Every advancing step that was made was presented to groups of
stakeholders during some of the Timbre events organized by the IOG team and other Timbre
partners. Feedback was carefully considered while the continuous development of the tool
allowed for better applicability of the Timbre project results to praxis. Based on experience
with the existing brownfield tools and applications developed in previous FP7 projects and
their acceptance by and usefulness to end-users, the developers considered communication
with stakeholders to be a crucial point for the success of WP3 work. This is the reason why
cooperation with the initiative titled Partnership for Czech Brownfields (organized by the
Technical University of Ostrava, Ass. Prof. Barbara Vojvodikova) was developed in the early
stages of the Timbre project. To reach a wider audience and allow for the participation of
different groups of stakeholders, the majority of the Timbre stakeholders' events in the Czech
Republic were organized in cooperation with this initiative, which brings together experts
from both the private and public spheres involved in various stages of brownfield
regeneration projects (see also Deliverables D7.1 and 7.1 and project website).
Figures 23 and 24: Pictures from the Timbre stakeholders events in Zielona Góra, March 29, 2012
(Poland) and in Ostrava, March 1, 2012 (Czech Republic)

As an initial step, the factors underlying successful brownfield regenerations were first
identified during the Timbre stakeholders' workshops in Hunedoara, Romania (October 1112, 2011), in Ostrava, Czech Republic (October 6, 2011) and in Bucharest, Romania
(January 30, 2012) by means of qualitative research methods (questionnaire survey,
interviews, focus groups). Wide discussions took place concerning the weighting of each
factor identified, the final results of which will be used as the pre-set weights in the
Prioritization Tool. For the identification of these weights, the opinions of more than 370
experts from 7 European countries were gathered in a questionnaire survey. The majority of
respondents came from the four EU countries that are the target areas of the Timbre project
(347 experts from the Czech Republic, Poland, Germany and Romania). Questionnaires
were gathered both during events with stakeholders organized by the Timbre project (see
table 5) and via personal contacts that were kindly provided by members of the Timbre
research consortium.
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Table 5: List of the events where WP3 communicated with stakeholders about the development of a
tool for prioritization of brownfields and collected their feedback

Event, country
Workshop: “Methods and strategies of brownfield regeneration:
Mitigation measures and sustainable land use“, October 6, 2011,
Ostrava, Czech Republic
“Stakeholder Meeting: Revitalising the site of the former Siderurgica
steel plant”, October 11-12, 2011, Hunedoara, Romania
Focus group, Petrom City, January 30, 2012, Bucharest, Romania
Workshop: “ReDevelopment: PPP, management, financing and
legislation framework for brownfields regeneration“, March 1, 2012,
Ostrava, Czech Republic
Workshop: "Revitalisation of contaminated sites in Poland – State of
the art", March 28, 2012, Zielona Góra, Poland
Workshop “Supporting a future for the contaminated sites in
Szprotawa“, March 29, 2012, Szprotawa, Poland
Workshop “Rural brownfields in Moravian-Silesian Region 2012“, May
31, 2012, Trojanovice, Czech Republic
Workshop “Planning approach and architectural quality and
sustainability of brownfields regeneration projects”, October 11-12,
2012, Czech Republic
Focus Group “Information and decision-making on brownfields
regeneration in Ostrava area”, October 7, 2012, Ostrava, Czech
Republic
Workshop “What to do to make life in Hrušov brownfield possible
again”, November 15, 2013, Hrušov, Czech Republic
Workshop “Environmental aspects of brownfields regeneration”, March
7-8, 2013, Ostrava, Czech Republic
Workshop on the “Timbre methodology for prioritization of
brownfields”, March 26, 2013, Ústí nad Labem, Czech Republic
Workshop with regional administration officials of the South Moravian
Region, April 10, 2013, Brno, Czech Republic

methods for
stakeholders
communication
questionnaire,
interviews
questionnaire
focus group
questionnaire,
panel discussion
panel discussion,
questionnaire
questionnaire
questionnaire
panel discussion
focus group
panel discussion
panel discussion
panel discussion
panel discussion

The current state of the prioritization concept, which was developed and tested in Excel on
samples from two databases (the first one created by the Regional Development Agency of
South Moravia for the South Moravian Region in the Czech Republic, the second one by
GESA for Saxony in Germany), was modified according to feedback from WP3 partners and
from end-users (workshop in Ostrava in 2012 and March 2013, workshop in Ústí nad Labem
in March 2013). The draft version of the prioritization concept was presented during the
Timbre projects Annual Meeting (March 2013) with a WP3 poster, presentation and leaflet to
IAB members and Timbre partners and the HOMBRE project guests.
Figures 25 and 26 (top of next page): Pictures from the Timbre stakeholder event in Ústí nad Labem,
March 26, 2013 (Czech Republic)(right) and from the third Timbre Annual Meeting in Brno, March 8,
2013 (Czech Republic – left-hand-side photo)
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With respect to one of the recommendations of the International Advisory Board (IAB), the
draft of the prioritization concept was discussed with a group of end-users related to
brownfields from the South Moravian Region in April 2013. Discussion was devoted to the
core question of whether the set of factors accommodated in the Prioritization Tool is
complete and whether none of the important factors significant for the regional context are
missing.
Figure 27: Schematic view of the development of the WP3 brownfields Prioritization Tool prepared for
communication with stakeholders

Naturally, the WP3 tool tailoring activities will continue in subsequent months of the Timbre
project, and attention will be paid especially to groups of stakeholders related to the larger
sets of brownfields (i.e., state, regional, and local authorities; urban planners, regional
development agencies, consortia of site owners, etc.).
The special meeting for end-users from selected studied countries, where databases of
brownfields are available for use in testing the Prioritization Tool (Czech Republic, Germany
and Poland) will demonstrate the functionality of the on-line Prioritization Tool on concrete
databases from the studied countries. These meetings will test, whether the current
functionality of the on-line prioritization system is useful and user-friendly for potential endusers.
The final version of the Prioritization Tool will be prepared according to the end-users'
recommendations and needs.
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3. Web design and programming
From the point of view of the Web Programming, the web-based Prioritization Tool has been
designed to look like a desktop application, where the classical type of web page interaction
has been hidden by the use of some advanced web programming technologies and
techniques, all in order to be more user-friendly and to lower the load on the server. The
specific programming languages and technologies used in the development of the webbased Prioritization Tool, the application design, the database structure, and the
requirements for running the Prioritization Tool on local computers are described in the
following sections.

3.1

Programming languages and technologies

The Prioritization Tool has been developed using a set of programming languages and
technologies that can be subdivided into server-side tools and client-side tools. Server-side
tools are programs and scripts running on the server, where the Prioritization Tool is stored
in order to provide clients with the requested web pages, while client-side tools consist of the
scripts running on a user's local computer or workstation that make the web pages dynamic
(i.e., a web page with web content that varies based on parameters provided by a user). In
the following section, the technology used to enable the spatial visualisation of the produced
results is also described.

3.2

Server side

The server side web application is programmed in PHP, version 5.2.0. The application is
designed according to the Front Controller Pattern and provides access to both synchronous
and asynchronous user requests.
In a synchronous implementation of a Web application, each time the user interacts with the
web page, a request to the server is made and the user must wait until the server sends back
the updated page. In asynchronous web applications, data can be sent to and retrieved from
the server in the background, without interfering with the display and behaviour of the
existing page. This gives the user the feeling of a more reactive and fluid interface.
For the Prioritization Tool, the result of a synchronous user request is an HTML 4.01 web
page with associated ECMA (European Computer Manufacturers Association) Scripts and
CSS 3.0 files, while an asynchronous request could provide the user with HTML or JSON
pages depending on the specific request.
The data needed by the web application is stored in a MySQL database accessed through
the “mysqli” library. All information is extracted from the database using SQL queries.
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Client side

The dynamic behaviour of the pages is performed using ECMA Script. This standard is
supported by all modern browsers. The asynchronous data are sent using the JSON
standard.
The client scripts provide the following features/functionalities:
► Web page animations;
► Asynchronous data retrieval;
► User input validation.
► In order to implement some features, the client side scripts use the jQuery library
(version 1.10.1) and the jQuery.validate plugin.

3.4

GOOGLE API

One of the functionalities of the web-based Prioritization Tool is the spatial visualisation of
the produced results. The map display of the results provided by the data processing is
obtained using Google Maps JavaScript API v3. The Google Map Apis allows for the
embedding and thus the visualisation on the map of the concerned locations into the
Prioritization Tool web page. In order to be visualised on the map, each site needs to be
identified by polar coordinates (latitude and longitude).

3.5

Application design

The web application is designed using the Front Controller Pattern. This means that all the
user’s requests are redirected to a unique URL, called the front controller, which handles the
user input and provides the corresponding requested content.
The application is structured (Figure 28) to provide two front controllers, one for the
synchronous requests, another to satisfy the asynchronous requests. The tasks of the front
controllers are the call of the appropriate services for the session handling and authentication
and permission validation. According to the result of the previous services and the user’s
request, the front controller calls the specific content producer and provides the client with
the corresponding web page or JSON data.
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Figure 28: Schematic view of the application design model
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3.6

Database structure

The data needed by the Prioritization Tool Web Application is organized in a relational
database. The relational schema of the database is shown in Figure 29.
The database contains both the application users’ data, needed for the authentication and
identification of the users, and the sites’ data to be used for the prioritization analysis.
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Figure 29: Relational model of the MySQL database
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Requirements

The application runs correctly in all modern browsers compatible with the standards:
► HTML 4.01
► CSS 3.0
► ECMA Script (ECMA 262 version 5.1)
The application needs cookies and the JavaScript engine to be enabled on the client’s
browser.
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Glossary of WP3 Terms
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Dimension
► In the context of prioritization, a dimension is a group of factors (and their indicators)
of a similar character, i.e., a group of factors representing components of specific
phenomena. The Timbre Prioritization Tool includes by design three dimensions of
factors: (i) local redevelopment potential, (ii) site attractiveness and marketability, and (iii)
environmental risk.

End-user
► An end-user is a person, who will (potentially) use a product, in this case the Timbre
products, such as the Prioritization Tool.

Factors (Success factor)
► Generally defined, a factor is anything that contributes to a result or a process. In the
Timbre context, the success factors are considered facts (conditions, circumstances,
actors, agencies) that are determinants and/or contributors to the successful regeneration
of brownfields (i.e., input variables), in such a way that they (i) are the causes of the fact
that some brownfields have become objects of concern by investors, politicians, experts,
or other actors; (ii) have been prioritized as the most critical, urgent, or profitable to invest
money, time and energy into; (iii) have been regenerated and newly used, while other
sites are out of attention, stay neglected and derelict, or the process of their regeneration
has not been successfully completed. The objective of WP3 has been to survey, identify
and classify factors which are significant for a successful regeneration process. The
factors that have been selected as the most significant are to become the basis of the
prioritization methodology and the Prioritization Tool. In the existing brownfield
literature, the (success) factors are alternatively called criteria or variables.

Indicators
► Many success factors are more or less complex phenomena that can be expressed in
general terms (e.g., peripherality, transport links, etc.) or are represented by nominal (nonnumerical) string variables (e.g., previous use, zone of location, etc.). Indicators
represent simplifications and quantifications of factors into measurable variables (e.g.
peripherality  distance [km] from regional centre). Usually one factor can be measured
via more alternative or complementary indicators. The selection of specific indicators is
determined mostly by the availability of data.

Multi-criteria analysis, Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCA/MCDA)
► Multi-criteria analysis is a method of research and decision making analysis that is
particularly applicable to complex problems, where a single-criterion approach falls short
and it is necessary to include a full range of geographical, economic, social,
environmental, technical, and other factors. MCDA is the methodological basis of the
Timbre Prioritization Tool for user friendly assessment, classification, and ranking (i.e.,
prioritization) of individual brownfield sites.
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Normalization (Standardisation)
► In statistical applications, a normalization of data means adjusting values measured on
different scales to a notionally common scale. In the Timbre context, as related to the
prioritization methodology, normalization of data means converting variables that are of
different scales into variables of similar scales, respectively into dimensionless indexes of
the scale between 0 – 1. In the existing scientific literature, normalization is alternatively
called standardization.

Prioritization
► Generally defined, prioritization is a process whereby an individual or a group place a
number of items in rank order based on their perceived or measured importance or
significance. In the Timbre context, prioritization is the process whereby a number of
brownfields are evaluated, classified into groups or placed in rank order based on their
perceived or measured importance or significance regarding their regeneration. This
process is supported by a Prioritization Tool that has been developed in Timbre WP3.
Prioritization allows stakeholders to distribute and direct limited available resources, time,
and energy into those brownfield sites that are assessed to be the most critical, urgent, or
profitable to address. The prioritization can be processed with sets of brownfields at
different spatial levels or with sets of brownfields of different portfolios (cross-regional),
applying various methodologies (working with different selections of factors and
weightings) and depending on different prioritization criteria (e.g., a potential economic
profit for investors, an urgency of action in respect to existing environmental hazards or
health risks, actual political desires or requirements of local communities, efforts for the
preservation of historical or architectural heritage, a potential for development of
renewable energy projects).

Prioritization tool
► The Prioritization Tool is one of the key Timbre products. The general purpose of the
Prioritization Tool is to assist stakeholders who are responsible for wider territories
(states, regions, districts, cities, etc.) or clusters of brownfields (portfolios) to identify which
brownfield sites should be preferably considered for redevelopment or further
investigation.

Spatial level (spatial units)
► Spatial units are regarded as territorial units delimited at different spatial levels. A
spatial unit can be considered for example a territorial unit defined according to the NUTS
(Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics) or LAU (Local administrative units)
classification, including, for example in the case of the Czech Republic, the levels of
municipalities (LAU 2/NUTS 5), districts, (LAU 1/NUTS 4), regions (NUTS 3), etc. The
selection of a spatial level and the definition of spatial units are key phases within the
process of brownfield prioritization because it determines the selection of factors and
indicators which will be applied in the prioritization methodology (i.e., the majority of data
are available only at the higher regional levels NUTS1-3, only some at the municipal
level.)
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Stakeholders
► In the Timbre context, stakeholder is a person, group, or organization with an interest in
the problem of brownfield regeneration (brownfield stakeholders). Brownfield stakeholders
are considered to be potential end-users of Timbre products, such as of the Prioritization
Tool.

Success metrics
► Generally defined, a metric is a system of measurement that facilitates the quantification
of some particular characteristic. In the Timbre context, the success metrics is
considered to constitute the system of individual weighting of factors that reflect their
relative significance in the process of brownfield regeneration. The identification of
success factors, their selection according to their significance, and the elicitation of their
weightings (metrics) are the initial steps for the prioritization of brownfields.

Success Matrix
► Success factors and success metrics together constitute the Success Matrix.
Success Matrix is considered an analytical framework of success factors, their
measurable indicators and weightings (metrics) which are relevant and significant for
the process of brownfields assessment and prioritization.

Survey
► Survey is a method of collecting data from a population sample (related to the specific
research topic). In the Timbre context, a questionnaire survey with different groups of
stakeholders has been used to identify and classify the success factors to be used in the
prioritization methodology.

Tailoring
► Generally defined, a tailoring is considered to make, alter, or adapt something for specific
requirements or measurements. In the Timbre context, tailoring means the development,
adaptation, and modification of the developed tools (such as the Prioritization Tool, the
Expert System or the Megasite Management Toolsuite) according to specific
requirements of end-users through sets of surveys, workshops, focus groups,
demonstration studies, etc.

Weighting (weights)
► Generally defined, the process of weighting involves highlighting the contribution of some
aspects of a phenomenon to a final effect or result, giving them more weight in the
analysis. In the Timbre context, all factors included in the prioritization methodology do not
contribute equally to the final result (the calculation of a prioritization score); some factors
are adjusted (by adding a higher weight) to contribute more than others.
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Prioritization Tool – Manual for end-users
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A0. Introduction
The following version of end-user manual reflects the state of the web-based Prioritization
Tool for user-friendly assessment and classification of brownfields sites as of the end of
August 2013. The on-line Prioritization Tool is available for free-use. End-users can use it
simply after registering at the following internet address http://www.timbreproject.eu/prioritization-tool.html.
The web-based Prioritization Tool, which is based on the multi-criteria decision analysis
methods, shall support you as an end-user being responsible for wider territories (regions,
districts, cities) or clusters of brownfields (portfolios) to distribute available resources
efficiently to those brownfield sites that are assessed to be the most critical, urgent or
profitable to regenerate. The tool is especially focused on the following target groups of endusers:
► state, regional and local authorities,
► landscape and urban planners,
► regional development agencies,
► grant agencies,
► other representatives of public administration,
► site owners,
► investors,
► developers and
► regulators.
The developers expect further and more detailed tailoring of the web-based Prioritization
Tool based on future feedbacks from the tool’s end-users. With your support, the feedback
will be used to create modified and updated versions of both the on-line Prioritization Tool
and this manual in future.
This manual is divided into several parts and provides you with information related to the
following topics:
► how end-users can register and start working with the on-line prioritization system,
► how end-users can create, clone and delete their own projects,
► how end-users can prepare their own data in Excel according to the model file available
for download from the on-line tool,
► how end-users can normalize their data,
► how end-users can change the weights at different levels (dimensions, factors and
indicators),
► how end-users can work with the results from the on-line prioritization system,
► how end-users can protect their data,
► how the on-line prioritization system helps you,
► frequently asked questions (FAQ).
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A1. Prioritization Tool – How you can register and start
working
Before working with the web-based prioritization system, it is necessary to register at the
following internet address: http://www.timbre-project.eu/prioritization-tool.html. If you have
not registered yet and would like to create your own account, click on the button labelled
“Sign up”.

The on-line system asks you to fill in some information. After filling out the mandatory data,
please continue by clicking on the button labelled “Sign up”. The information collected is
used later in the prioritization process in order to provide you with target group specific
rankings (Please confer also our data protection information under 7. below).
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If the registration is successfully completed, a confirmation email with the instructions how to
activate your account, is sent to your email address.

After having received this confirmation email, you can start using the on-line Prioritization
Tool by clicking on the submitted link or by copying and pasting it in your browser's address
bar.

After clicking on the link, you will be informed that your email address has been validated and
you can log in with your credentials to use the on-line Prioritization Tool.
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To start working with the Prioritization Tool, click on the button labelled “Log in”, enter your
email address and password, and then click on the button labelled “Login”.

After your first successful log-in to the on-line prioritization system, you will see the starting
“Home” page informing you that you have currently “0 projects”. Once you will have created
your own projects, these will be indicated here and you will be able to edit them.
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A2. Prioritization Tool – How you can create, Clone and
delete your projects
To create a new project, you click on the button labelled “New Project”. This will take you to
the “Project settings” area.

After naming the new project, click on the “Start” button. You will be further directed to the
“Input data” area (cf. step 3. in this Manual on data preparation).

Of course, you can create more than one project. You can see their list and choose between
them to select the one you like to edit by clicking on the button labelled “Home” from the tabs
at the top of the page and then clicking on the specific project name that you want to edit.
This will direct you again to the “Project settings” area.
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Your project can take up existing information of an existing project: If you want to clone
(copy) or delete a project, click on the “Home” button and then on the link with the project
name you want to copy or delete. The system will offer you two options indicated with the
buttons “Clone Project” and “Delete Project”.

If you click on the button “Clone Project”, you have to give a name to the new, copied project
and then click on the button labelled “Clone”.

If you click on the button labelled “Delete Project”, the system will ask you to confirm that you
are sure you want to permanently delete the selected project. If you confirm deletion by
clicking the “OK” button, the selected project will be deleted with no option to recover it.
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A3. Prioritization Tool – How you can prepare data for online prioritization
After creating a new project, the system will redirect you to the “Input data” tab.

For the proper functioning of the tool, the data input is most crucial. The procedure of
preparing data, which is naturally time-consuming, should be elaborated according to the
following steps:

List of steps for data preparation
steps
step 1

name
format of the table

Description
the acceptable format of the table is .xls or .xlsx

step 2

structure of the table

step 3

type of data

step 4

define factors/indicators

step 5

missing data

each row corresponds to one brownfield, each column one
indicator
only two methods of normalization (assigning meaning to
the values)
any method of normalization (assigning meaning to the
values)
several rules for the proper design of your own factors and
indicators
leave blank cells in the table

step 6

distance and area units

only metric units [m, km, m², km²]

step 7

geographic coordinates

required in the format of a decimal number for degrees

numerical
textual
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FIRST STEP - formatting the table
In order to maintain compatibility of various file formats, it is necessary to upload your data to
the web application only in the format of Microsoft Office, a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet files
with a file extension xls and xlsx. These formats are fully compatible with the web interface.
The choice of this format was mainly due to its widespread distribution, so that end-users
should not have problems with this first step. We recommend that you use our “sample Excel
file” to minimize problems with entering your data. The prearranged sample Excel file can be
found in the web-based tool. Reach to the tab labelled "Input data", click on the button
labelled "Import" and download the "sample Excel file". We recommend that you use this file
as the basic framework for preparing your own data.

If you open the “sample Excel file”, you will find it contains already exemplary data (which is
from the South Moravian region in the Czech Republic). This data serves only as an
illustration of how the table should look like and in what format the data should be inserted; it
has no other purpose then to illustrate the expected input formats and hence should be
deleted after you entered your own data based on these given examples. The structure of
the table is very simple and should be respected and not changed, i.e., the table contains
three sheets “DIM1”, “DIM2”, “DIM3”, each of which shows one dimension of prioritization.
The first focuses on the local redevelopment potential, the second on the site attractiveness
and marketability, and the third is environmental risk.
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SECOND STEP - structure of the table
In order to minimize the number of errors and mistakes made by the Prioritization Tool, it is
necessary for all end-users to fill in the table in a uniform structure. In each table, each row
represents a different brownfield and the columns will give data for the various indicators.
Each row will represent information about one unique brownfield site, which is identified by a
specific "ID of site" value. The indicators contained in each column may take different forms,
but they must respect the rules contained in the following five steps.
All sheets have the same structure - the rows representing the different brownfields and the
columns representing various indicators. The first row contains the name of the dimension
shown in that sheet; the second row, names of factors (highlighted in turquoise); and the
third, names of indicators (highlighted in yellow). The first column contains a unique identifier
for each brownfield, called "ID of site". The second consists of the brownfield name, called
"name of site". The third contains the "name of municipality" in which the brownfield is
located and the fourth, the "ID of this municipality". The data in these first four columns is not
mandatory, being used to identify a particular brownfield during the prioritization process, so
if only one column of data is sufficient to identify the site for your purposes, fill in only one
column. The fifth and sixth columns contain data about geographic coordinates, one for
latitude and the second for longitude. If you want to see the spatial distribution of your cases
on the map, fill in these columns. If not, you can prioritize your data without them.
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THIRD STEP - type of data
To compare the data of all the indicators, you need to transform the data into a suitable form.
There is a spectrum of different types of data. For the successful use of our web-based tool,
a distinction between text and numeric data type is necessary. Text data is labelled as
"string" and numeric data as "number". The basic difference lies in the allocation of the
importance of individual values (so-called normalization or standardization). Uploaded data in
numerical format can have meaning assigned to individual values only in two ways, those
being descending or ascending rank; however with string data, the system will assign
meaning to individual values in any way the end-user configures.

For greater clarity, here is one example of data for "previous use" in each format, once as a
string, the second time as numbers. In the case of strings, we use a textual representation of
the "previous use" in categories such as: agricultural, civic amenities, industry, military,
mining, recreation, transport. In this case, the web-based tool offers us a table in which we
can assign to each of these categories a value from 0 to 1 at our discretion.
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However, we can enter the same data about "previous use" also in the numeric format. The
categories of "previous use" can be converted into a numeric format, e.g. in the following
way: agricultural=1, civic amenities=2, industry=3, military=4, mining=5, recreation=6,
transport=7. In this case the indicator is represented by one of seven digits corresponding to
a different kind of "previous use". The web-based tool recognizes this data as numbers and
then works with them as with numbers. In this case, it is possible to assign values to each
category represented by digits according to a linear function only in two ways: either in
ascending order – i.e., the higher the numeral is, the greater its value or in descending order
– i.e., the higher the numeral, the lower the value. The web-based tool is able to work with
both types of data. For formal reasons, it does not matter whether you upload data into the
system in a numeric or a text format. However the data format determines the way in which
the data will be assigned a meaning. Therefore it is necessary to have the choice of format in
mind when analysing what meaning the data acquired in the process of prioritization.
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FOURTH STEP - define your own factors and indicators
You might not have the same expert opinion or want to use different factors or indicators as
compared to the sample Excel file. It is possible to define custom factors and indicators.
These must adhere to certain basic rules:
1. each factor must be named (in the turquoise row),
2. the name of the factor must be unique (no two factors with the same name),
3. each indicator must be named (in the yellow row),
4. the name of the indicator must be unique (no two indicators with the same name),
5. each indicator must be clearly subordinated to a certain factor, and
6. if the factor has several indicators in different columns, you must merge all the cells in
the row with factors.

You may rename factors and indicators or add new factors and indicators. You also may add
new indicators under predefined factors. However, at the same time you must always ensure
that all the factors and indicators are identified by a unique name and that indicators are
clearly subordinate to their factors. Otherwise data may not load properly into the web-based
tool.
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FIFTH STEP - missing data
It may happen that you don´t have data for all brownfields, or for all indicators. This is a
situation which the web-based tool can handle. In this case, it is necessary not to insert any
text, character, or explanatory note, but to leave the cell blank. Any other information than
numeric (e.g., not available, no date unknown, <null>, -, –, etc.) will be treated as a string
and assigned a meaning in the prioritization. A value of 0 (in word zero) says that an
indicator has no effect on the regeneration of the brownfield. For this reason, the missing
data should not be labelled with the numeral 0.
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SIXTH STEP - distance and area units
For comparability of data, it is necessary that all length and area data be given in metric
units. To express distances, therefore, use meters (m) and kilometres (km), not inches, feet,
miles, or yards. For defining area data, give in square meters (m²) and square kilometres
(km²) rather than acres or hectares. The selected metric unit must be the same for all the
data of each indicator. The unit of one indicator (e.g., m² for total area of site) can differ from
the second unit (e.g. km for proximity to regional centre); however, within one indicator, units
must be uniform for all data.
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SEVENTH STEP - geographic coordinates
As one kind of output, the Prioritization Tool permits the visualization of selected brownfield
sites directly onto a map. For such a type of output, it is necessary for you to enter
information about the geographical location for each brownfield. As mentioned before, it is
required to enter these in two separate columns, the first for latitude and the second for
longitude – information about the geographic coordinates must be in the format of “decimal
number for grades”. Other forms of geographic coordinates cannot be processed by the
system. As the geographic coordinates are visualized using Google Maps, you need to use a
format compatible with this application. Through Google Maps, it is possible to verify the
correctness of the format of geographic coordinates.
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A4. Prioritization Tool – How you can normalise the data
The on-line tool differentiates two types of data: (1) strings, text descriptions of, for example,
the previous use of brownfield sites: industrial, military, agricultural, transport, etc.; and (2)
numbers – e.g., proximity of a site to the regional centre in kilometres. Both types of data
have to be normalised, meaning to be transferred to approximately the “same” scale, in order
to be used in the calculation of the prioritization process of scores in each dimensions and for
the calculation of the global score as well. The Timbre prioritization model assigns both types
of data to the range between zero and one – or more mathematically expressed, it transfers
them to a scale in the interval [0, 1]. This kind of selected scale, combined with a system of
weights in the same [0, 1] interval scale, allows you to easily compare even the results of the
different dimensions based on different numbers of factors (and indicators).
If an indicator or factor is represented by string data, you will need to normalize data
according to your needs (and based on your expert judgment), because the on-line
Prioritization Tool automatically assigns all string categories the same value of “1” by default.
As an example of how an end-user must change these uniform default values in order to get
meaningful prioritization results, consider for instance the sample data provided for the South
Moravian Region: For the factor of specific localisation, there are three string values: (1)
inner settlement, (2) edge of settlement and (3) out of settlement. By default the system
assigns all possibilities the value 1.

For all string data, you must change these values according to the logic of prioritization and
your own specific needs. In the case of the exemplarily South Moravian region, the
presupposition (based on our expert knowledge) is that the highest probability of successful
regeneration is among brownfield sites located in inner settlement areas (where there are no
greenfields available), with a somewhat lower probability at the edge of settlement and the
lowest in sites situated entirely out of settlement areas. Based on this expert knowledge, we
can change the automatic normalisation in such a way that brownfields located in inner
settlement areas receive the highest value for this indicator; sites on the edge of settlement,
the average value; and sites out of settlement, the lowest.
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For numerical data, normalisation to the interval [0, 1] is conducted automatically in one of
two ways: (a) ascending data values give ascending scores, e.g., the formula Ixi = (xi–xmin) /
(xmax–xmin), (b) descending values give descending scores, e.g. the formula Ixi = (xmax–xi) /
(xmax–xmin). The on-line tool defaults to the first, ascending logic, and you must switch the
setting when prioritization logic requires it. For example, for the factor of peripherality in the
South Moravian region dataset, there is an indicator giving proximity to regional centre in
kilometres, and it is necessary to presuppose that a lower distance from the regional centre
corresponds to a the greater likelihood of regeneration. Therefore, it is necessary to replace
the default setting of ascending value normalization with descending.
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A5. Prioritization Tool – How you can change the weights
at different levels (dimensions, factors and indicators
level)
You can vary the weights at three levels: (a) dimension level, (b) factor level and (c) indicator
level, but the weights in total must always sum-up to 1. At the dimension levels, the system is
divided in three dimensions and the on-line tool automatically gives the same weights to
each dimension.

You can change these weights by changing the values – for example if you are interested
only in results of the 1st dimension, the value for this dimension can simply be changed to 1
and the 2nd and 3rd dimension be given value 0, and the system will simply show only
results for the 1st dimension.
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Similarly, it is possible to change the weight at the level of the factors which make up the
dimension. For example the 2nd dimension is determined by 5 factors and therefore the
system assigns equal weights to them by default. You can change these pre-set weights,
provided the aggregated weights are always 1.

Example of the default setting of weights at the factor level (2nd dimension) can hence be
modified as indicated to the one below.

It is again possible to change the weights at the level of the indicators which make up the
factors. Weighting at the indicator level makes sense only if a factor is represented by more
than one indicator (e.g., the factor transport links could be represented by such different
indicators as proximity to highway, proximity to railway station, proximity to airport, proximity
to harbour, number of public and private buses or trains stopping in municipality per day,
etc.).
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In this case, it is necessary to weight the indicators in order to maintain their relative
importance. A weighted aggregation will then make all factors comparable before an
analogue weighted aggregation is performed in the subsequent step of the prioritization
process. If a factor is represented by more than one indicator, the on-line prioritization
system gives them equal weight by default. You can modify these default weights, but it is
important to remember that the weights must always equal 1, as at the other levels. For
example, in the South Moravian region data, the factor of infrastructure is represented by 5
indicators, which each receive by default an automatic weight of 0.2. You can modify these
values to suit your needs.

Example of the automatic setting of weights at the indicator level (factor of infrastructure in
2nd dimension) that can e.g. be modified as indicated to the one below.
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At the factor level, you can use the Timbre default weights, which were identified based on
results of the Timbre-WP3 questionnaire survey conducted in Timbre-studied countries
(Germany, Czech Republic, Poland and Romania). These pre-set weights related to the
selected factors of all three dimensions are indicated in the following Table:
Table 1: Timbre pre-set weighs of factors set up according to the evaluation by stakeholder’s survey in
the Czech Republic, Germany, Poland and Romania). In total 347 respondents of questionnaire
survey – their detail information about the survey is available in Deliverable D 3.1, which can be
downloaded from the Timbre website http://www.timbre-project.eu in the area “Outcomes”.

Factor
LAND VALUE
POPULATION DENSITY
EDUCATION INDEX
ENTREPRENEURIAL
ACTIVITY
PERIPHERALITY
TRANSPORT LINKS
Total
SPECIFIC
LOCALIZATION
PREVIOUS USE
INFRASTRUCTURE
REGENERATION COSTS
OWNERSHIP
Total
CONTAMINATION
AREA SIZE
ZONING
LANDSCAPE
PROTECTION LIMITS
Total

Czech Rep.
(101 respondents)
0,19
0,16
0,16

Timbre pre-set weighs of factors
Germany
Poland
Romania
(59 respondents) (68 respondents) (119 respondents)
0,19
0,18
0,17
0,15
0,16
0,17
0,15
0,16
0,17

0,16
0,16
0,19
1,00

0,15
0,16
0,20
1,00

0,16
0,16
0,18
1,00

0,17
0,14
0,18
1,00

0,20
0,15
0,19
0,22
0,23
1,00

0,22
0,18
0,16
0,23
0,21
1,00

0,21
0,17
0,19
0,23
0,21
1,00

0,19
0,19
0,20
0,23
0,19
1,00

0,27
0,21
0,27

0,28
0,21
0,27

0,27
0,21
0,27

0,28
0,25
0,23

0,25
1,00

0,24
1,00

0,25
1,00

0,25
1,00
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A6. Prioritization Tool – How you can work with the results
produced by the on-line prioritization system
The on-line Prioritization Tool offers you two methods of result visualisation: (a) in a table –
showing information about the scores of brownfield sites and assignment to one of five levels
of potential, (b) Google maps – showing the spatial distribution of brownfields and their
different potentials. You can export the result as an Excel file.

Example of result visualisation in table format, with scores for the three dimensions, the
global score, and 5 categories of global potential; and example of result visualisation in
Google Maps, showing 5 categories of global potential.
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Example of results exported as an Excel file:
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A7. Prioritization Tool – How you can protect your data
The online Prioritization Tool is able to work with different types of brownfield databases from
different countries. The databases contain different data with different degrees of protection;
some databases are open sources (see for example http://regionalni-rozvoj.krajlbc.cz/page3531/english-version), while other databases are strictly protected (for example
the official database of brownfields from Romania). Data is strictly protected against misuse
and only you as the end-user who uploaded the data to the system can allow other people to
work with this data.
If you do not want the data to be saved into the on-line system or are afraid of hackers or
illegal misuse, you should delete your project from the system after the prioritization is
finished and you have downloaded the results from the system to your computer.
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A8. Prioritization Tool – How the on-line prioritization
system can help you
If you need help while using the on-line prioritization system, you can click on the button
labelled “Help” in the right top corner. There is no information available at this moment but it
will be included in future versions.

If you use the on-line Prioritization Tool incorrectly, the system will alert you about the
problem with the colour red. For example, if you try to change the weight and the aggregated
weight is not 1, you will be informed by red cells.
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A9. Frequency Asked Questions (FAQ)
1)

Can I use the on-line Prioritization Tool if I have different data than the sample file
for South Moravian region contains?

Yes, the tool is open to different kinds of data but we do recommend you use the same type
of factors and same type of dimensions. The importance of both the factors and the
dimensions was identified during research activities with stakeholders, as described in
Deliverable D 3.1 (available on the Timbre website http://www.timbre-project.eu). Naturally
the factors can be represented by different data and it depends on you which data represents
the factors you upload to the system. Naturally the higher quality of data you have the better
for prioritization it is.
2)

Can I use different numbers of dimensions?

The system is pre-set as a three-dimensional model. It is not possible to upload the file with
four dimensions. Naturally if you clone the project you can simply create other new
dimensions this way.
3)

What should I do if I do not have enough data representing the pre-set factors? If I
have a lack of data, can I for example integrate three dimensions into two?

If you do not have data only for one factor, you can calculate without this factor and calculate
the score for all three dimensions. If you have a significant shortage of data (for example if
you have only one column of data for the 3rd dimension), you can integrate the second and
third dimension. In this context, it is necessary to mention that the 1st dimension is based on
data related to administrative units (usually municipalities), while the 2nd and 3rd dimensions
are based on data related to the brownfield sites themselves. Therefore, for methodological
reasons, we do not recommend integrating the 1st dimension with the 2nd or 3rd dimension.
4)

Can I use different factor than the sample file for the South Moravian region
contains?

Yes, the tool is open to different types of factors but we recommend you use the pre-selected
list of factors, because their importance was identified during research activities with
stakeholders, which are described in detail in Deliverable D 3.1. Naturally if you have data or
information about factors like, for example, “political support for brownfield regeneration
among representatives of local public administration”, you can use them as well but you must
consider carefully in which dimension they should influence the results. Therefore, we
recommend using our three pre-set dimensions, which were developed and tailored
according to stakeholders, and then cloning the project to try to create your own dimensions.
Further questions will be collected and answers given on the Timbre website: www.timbreproject.eu
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Annex III: Contributors to the Report and Disclaimer
Contributors
This report is the result of discussions between all partners of the Timbre Work Package 2
and the Steering Committee. It received valuable review by two members of the International
Advisory Board. It has been prepared by Petr Klusáček (IOG), Bohumil Frantál (IOG), Josef
Kunc (IOG), Stanislav Martinát (IOG), Robert Osman (IOG) and Alex Zabeo (UNIVE) with
contributions by Stephan Bartke (UFZ), Michael Finkel (TUB), Maximilian Morio (TUB), Luca
Cosmo (UNIVE) and Lisa Pizzol (UNIVE), and it was edited by Stephan Bartke (UFZ).

Disclaimer
This document is aimed at assisting brownfield regeneration stakeholders. It is provided for
information purposes only and its contents are not intended to replace consultation of any
applicable legal sources or the necessary advice of a legal expert, where appropriate.
This document has been produced in the context of the Timbre Project. The research leading
to these results has received funding from the European Community's Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7 2011-2014) under grant agreement no 265364.
All information in this document is provided "as is" and no guarantee or warranty is given that
the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user, therefore, uses the information at
its sole risk and liability. For the avoidance of all doubts, the European Commission has no
liability in respect of this document, which is merely representing the authors view.
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